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Abstract 
Engeler (see Bibliography) defines formal grammars 
and formal languages as relational structures whereas the 
conventional definition presents them as ordered 
quadruples.  It is shown how one can be derived from the 
other and how both approaches handle unambiguity or 
unique readability of a context-free language. 
It is shown that a machine that can effectively 
simulate partial recursive functions may also perform 
the numerical operations addition, multiplication, 
exponentiation, magnitude, minimum, maximum, subtraction, 
division and modular division.  It is also shown how the 
SS Machine, Tag Machine and Turing Machine can 
effectively simulate partial recursive functions. 
It is shown that regular set, regular language and 
finite deterministic automaton are in fact equivalent. 
It is illustrated how the precedence relations <, 
7  and ^ may be computed.  It is shown that a precedence 
grammar is unambiguous and that parsing by locating the 
handle is an efficient way of determining the validity 
of a word. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A colleague of mine once told me he found out that 
the prevailing concept among many applied scientists, 
such as chemists, physicists, engineers, and the like, 
is that computer science is equated to programming in 
FORTRAN and programming in FORTRAN is computer science. 
Among businessmen, it is slightly different.  Computer 
science is programming in COBOL and programming in COBOL 
is computer science. 
Is it any wonder then that students who are not 
computer science majors think the same way since, very 
often, as undergraduates they are usually first exposed 
to these people and precisely to programming in FORTRAN 
by virtue of the science courses they have to take? 
If one finds some satisfaction because most of his 
trials are accompanied by what one may call a "success" 
because the programs "run", the curiosity of the 
individual may be aroused.  Hopefully, this leads to 
questions arising in one's mind, such ast "What makes the 
computer work the way it does?" or "How does the computer 
know what to do?" or "How can the computer understand 
English?" or "How does one know that a particular 
instruction will be understood by the computer?" and many 
others.  Hopefully too, these questions lead the 
individual to further investigate and even go into 
computer science.  Once in it, one discovers what really 
comprises computer science and what fallacies he had been 
exposed to.  One learns about programming techniques, 
hardware, file structures, data structures, processing, 
compiler design, computer languages, coding, information 
system, formal languages, and many others.  All these are 
undoubtedly interesting, but one area which hardly fails 
to find a student in awe is formal languages.  As a 
classmate once exclaimedi   "I never imagined languages had 
such extensive mathematical basisI" Indeed it has, and 
it was precisely this which led me to do my master's 
thesis on this subject.  I wanted to learn more about 
formal languages. 
Chapter 2 
Formal Grammars and Formal Languages 
2.1.  Introduction 
We realize that it is practically an impossible 
task to come up with a fixed system of rules by which to 
determine all the possible meanings of a given statement. 
Although writers are careful to make their statements 
unambiguous, very often they do so without much success. 
Under such circumstances, they usually appeal to context, 
common sense and good will.  Formal grammars are designed 
as an attempt to overcome these shortcomings of 
colloquial languages. 
2.2.  Fundamental Concepts 
We recall the following definitions and concepts. 
Definition.  A finitary relation f of rank n, nil, 
on a universal set A, is a function defined on a subset D 
of one of the finite cartesian powers of A, A , with 
values on A.  It is called total if the domain D is all 
of An.  If D is a proper subset of An, then it is called 
partial. 
Definition.  A relational structure is a sequence 
of the form (A«,A2,...,A ;f-,f2,...je-.e^.•••) where for 
i=l,2,...,m, m^l, all the A. are disjoint non-empty 
classes consisting of a partition of a non-empty universe 
Aj f^,f2,... is a finite sequence of finitary operations 
on A; and e^.e-,... is a finite or infinite sequence of 
distinguished elements of A. 
Definition.  The type t of a relational structure 
R=(A^,A2,...,Am;f^,f2,...je.,e2,...) is a sequence of 
non-negative integers of the form (mm- ,n2, .. . tc) where m 
is the number of partitions of A; n. is the rank of f, , 
i=l,2,...; and c is either a non-negative integer or °°, 
indicating the number of elements in the sequence 
e< , e2» ■ • • • 
An alphabet V is a finite non-empty set whose 
elements are called letters.  The alphabet V is divided 
into two disjoint subsets* the terminals, denoted by VT, 
and the non-terminals, denoted by V...  A word over the 
alphabet V is a finite string consisting of zero or more 
letters of V where a letter may occur several times.  The 
string consisting of zero letters is called the empty 
word and is denoted by X.  The set of all words over an 
alphabet V is infinite and is denoted by V*.  We denote 
the set corresponding to V*-£X) by V . 
If a and 0 are words over the alphabet V, then 
their catenation a0 is also a word over V.  Catenation is 
an associative operation and the empty word X is the 
identity with respect to this operation, thus <xX=Xa=a for 
any a.  For any word a and any integer k, k£0, a means 
that word obtained by catenating k copi-es of a, hence a 
denotes X.  The length of a word a, denoted by lg(a), is 
the number of letter in a, duplications counted, hence 
lg(X)=0.  The string a occurs in a word u if there exist 
words 6 and y such that u=6ay. 
A production P., denoted by P.=a-0, is a rule which 
allows an occurrence of a to be replaced by 0, that is, a 
string of the form 6ay may be changed to b&y.     A word a 
generates 0, denoted by a***&,   if and only if there exists 
a finite sequence of words over V, Y0»Yj»Y2»••••Yn» n^O, 
where Y0=a an(i  Y =P and Yi'^Yi^i for Osi^n-1.  Such 
sequence is called a derivation and may also be denoted 
by 
Pi    Pi    Pi     Pi 
Y0     Yx     Y2     •••       Yn- 
The number n is the length of the derivation and Y0 is 
called the initial symbol or the starting symbol. 
In general, ►* is a binary relation on V* and •-»* is 
a reflexive transitive closure of »-» defined as followsi 
1) a>**a for all a€V*. (2.2-1) 
2) If a»-*Y and YM3. then a>**0. (2.2-2) 
3) a**0 only if it can be established by a 
finite number of applications of (1) and (2). 
8 
2.3«  Engeler's Definition of Formal Grammar 
Definition.  (Engeler)  A formal grammar G is a 
sequence of the form (C1,C2»•••»Cmtg1,g2,...) with the 
following propertiesi 
1) The C. form a family of non-empty mutually exclusive 
sets called syntactical classes.  They are usually, 
but do not necessarily have to be, strings of symbols 
over some non-empty set V. 
2) Each g. is called a syntactical operation.  For each 
J 
g., there is associated a number n and an (n+1)-tuple 
of the form (L,k2,...,k ii) of non-negative integers 
among 1,2,...,m such that g.»C. xC. x...xC. -C..  We 
J
  
Kl  K2     *n x 
extend the definition of g. to include the 
J 
possibility that g. may be defined on 
J 
(Ck lUCk ?U'--UCk <; )x...x(C. iUC. PU...UC.    ). Kl1 H* Klsl        V-     *n* Vn 
Definition.  If all the C. are represented as 
strings of letters from an alphabet V, then g. will often 
operate by catenating their arguments, and possibly 
various delimiters, in a specified order.  If this is the 
case for all the g. in the grammar G, then we call G a 
J 
desirable grammar. 
Remark.  It can be shown that any grammar has an 
equivalent desirable grammar. 
Definition.  The elements of CiUC0U...UC are 12     m 
called expressions.  An expression 0 is composite if 
there exists a syntactical operation g. and expressions 
tfl ,a2' *' ' ' an such "that 0=g. ( o\, , o"_ an) '     Expressions 
that are not composite are called atomic expressions. 
Engeler also requires unique readability of a 
grammar.  This is taken up in Section 2.5» 
2.4.  Conventional Definition of Formal Grammar 
Definition.  A formal grammar G is an ordered 
quadruple of the form (V^Vj.S.P) where VNnVT=0, V^V^y, 
S€VN is the starting symbol and P is the set of 
productions. 
Definition.  A grammar G=(VN,V_,S,P) is said to be 
context-free if each production in P is of the form a-0 
where a€VN and 0GV . 
10 
The language generated by some grammar G, denoted 
by L(G), is the set of words \i   such that S***n.  L(G) is a 
subset of V . 
If S***\i,   then there may be several derivations — 
a sequence of applications of (2.2-1) and (2.2-2) — 
which show this.  However, there is always at least one 
leftmost derivation. 
Definition.  The derivation 
pi    Pi    Pi     Pi 
0    Yl    Y2    * ' *      Yn 
where S=YQ and nil, according to a context-free grammar 
G, is leftmost if and only if for each k=0,1,2,...,n-l, 
the production P. =Y-tZ  is used to replace aY0 by aZP 
xk 
where Yi=aY3, vi+1=aZ0, a is a word over VT, and Y is the 
leftmost non-terminal in y.. 
Example.  Consider the context-free grammar 
G=(VN,VT,S,P) where VN=£x3, VT=£a,b], S=X, P=£P1=X-XX. 
P2=X-a, P =X-b}. L(G) consists of all non-empty words 
over VT.  Consider the derivation 
X^XXt-^aX^aXX^abX*-^ aba 
11 
and the derivation 
X ^ H >-2 xa »-l xXa H-2 xba »-2 aba 
and the derivation 
X^H ^aX ^ aXX »-2 aXa *-^ aba. 
The first is a leftmost derivation, whereas the second 
and third are not leftmost derivations. 
A given language L may be generated by several 
grammars.  If among these grammars some are context-free, 
then L is a context-free language. 
Definition.  A context-free grammar G is ambiguous 
if there is a word in L(G) possessing two distinct 
leftmost derivations from the starting symbol. 
Otherwise, G is unambiguous.  A context-free language L 
is unambiguous if there is an unambiguous context-free 
grammar G such that L=L(G).  Otherwise, L is called 
inherently ambiguous. 
12 
2.5-  Non-Ambiguity or Unique Readability 
Given a language generated by a grammar 
G=(C-,C2,...,C jg-,g2,...), G is not uniquely readable if 
there exist two syntactical operations g. and g., i/j, 
such that <x=g. (0) and <x=g.(6) where a€L(G) , or 
if there exists a syntactical operation g, such that 
a=g, (0) and a=g. (6) where 0/6.  Otherwise, G is uniquely 
readable. 
Non-ambiguity or unique readability plays a vital 
role in the interpretation of the syntax of a language 
determined by its grammar.  Consider the following 
examples, where each C. consists of strings of symbols. 
Example.  Suppose we have the following syntactical 
classesi 
C«=lK*,k2, • • • J 
C 2 = LXJ ,Xp»•• •j 
C,=£ti t is of the form 'a.*a.' or 
'a^a ', ai€C1UC2UC3, aj€C1UC2] 
C^=[ei e is of the form 'a.+a.' or     (2.5-1) 
'
ai"aj'' ai€C1UC2UC3UC4, 
13 
c5=£«,-3, 
c6-£*,-}, 
C7=£fi   f is of the form   'a^a,', 
ai€C2,   a.ec1UC2UC3UC43 , 
and we define the syntactical  operations as followsi 
g1iC2x(C1UC2UC3UCJ!t)-*C7  such that 
g1(ak,a1)='ak=a1', 
g2i(C1UC2UC3UC^)x(C1UC2UC3)xC6-^C^ such that 
g2(akfa1,am)=,akama1', 
g3i(C1UC2UC3)x(C1UC2)xC5-*C  such that 
g3(ak'al*am^='akamal'' 
Hence, G=(C1 ,C2,C3,C^,C-,C6,C7 ;gj[ ,g2,g3). 
Let the following correspondences holdi 
v~c2 
F-KUV^UCg 
T^FUC3=C1UC2UC3 (2.5-2) 
E*^UCJ^=C1UC2UC3UC^ 
A-C6 
We will also find that L(G)=C?. 
Ik 
\ 
The productions associated with the syntactical 
operations may be defined as followsi 
P1=S-V=E 
P2=E-EAT 
P3=T-TMF 
P^=E-T 
p =r^F 
P6=F-V 
P?=F-K 
Po =V-x. (a series of productions for 
°i   1 
i =1, 2,.. .) 
PQ =K-k. (a series of productions for yi   x 
i=l,2,...) 
P10=M-* 
P11=M-J- 
P12=A-+ 
where 
P «A-»- r13  
VN=£S.E,T,F.V,K,M,A} 
T~ l • 2* • • •»^i • ^2' * * * '*' * »^»""»=J 
S=the starting symbol 
P=£Pi« P^  is a production for i=l,2,...,13]. 
15 
We also note the correspondences between P, and g,, 
P and g2 and P- and g^.  P., i=i*, 5,6,7, are inclusions 
as a result of the correspondences in (2.5-2); and P,, 
jB8,9,10,11,12,13, are memberships arising from classes 
Cj, C2, C- and C^ defined by enumeration in (2.5-l)» 
Hence, G=(VN,VT,S,P) and L(G)={fi f is of the form 
,
x=a', f€VT).  We now exhibit that there exists a 
leftmost derivation for the word x~=k1#x2,rkL in L(G). 
Step 
3 
if 
5 
6 
8 
s «-k V=E 
a * x =E 
la. x3=T 
h x3=TMF 
h x3=TMFMF 
Is x3=FMFMF 
h x~=KMFMF 
& ' x3=k1MFMF 
16 
Step 
*D 
9 »-ift x3=k1»FMF 
10 1-* x-^k^VMF 
11 »—* X3=k1#x2MF 
12 •-^ Xo=k1«x2+F 
13 
P7 
*-** x~ask1»x2+K 
14 . ^4 •     ■ x~=k^ *Xp'rkji, 
We shall now prove that the above leftmost derivation is 
unique for the given word. 
Step 
1 From the starting symbol S, only the production P. 
may be applied to it. 
2 To obtain x~, only production PQ may be applied 
J 3 
on the leftmost non-terminal V. 
3 For the non-terminal E, either productions P2 or 
PK can be applied| but since there is no string in 
the word of the form 'a+b' or 'a-b', then only 
production Pj, may be applied on E. 
4 Similarly, either productions P~ or P- can be 
17 
Step 
applied on the leftmost non-terminal T; but since 
the righthand side of the symbol = is not of length 
1, then only production P- may be applied, making 
it potentially of length 3. 
5 Again, either productions P~ or P- can be applied 
on the leftmost non-terminal T; but since the 
righthand side of the symbol = is of length 5» then 
only production P~ may be applied. 
6 Having attained the required length of the word, we 
now work on the leftmost non-terminal T to bring it 
to a terminal.  Hence, only production P<- may be 
applied on T. 
7 Either productions P^ or P„ can be applied on the 
leftmost non-terminal Fj but in order to obtain k-» 
only production P„ may be applied. 
8 Similarly, to obtain k1, only production PQ may be 
applied on the leftmost non-terminal K. 
9 To the leftmost non-terminal M, either productions 
P1Qor P11 can be applied; but since the desired 
symbol is ♦, then only production P1Q may be 
applied. 
10  To the leftmost non-terminal F, either productions 
P^ or P„ can be applied; but in order to obtain x?. 
18 
Step 
only production P^ may be applied, 
11 Similarly, to obtain x0,   only production PR may d 2 
be applied on the leftmost non-terminal V. 
12 To the leftmost non-terminal M, either productions 
P10 or P*., can be applied; but since the desired 
symbol is + ,   then only production ?**   may be 
applied. 
13 To the leftmost non-terminal F, either productions 
Pg or P„ can be applied; but in order to obtain L, 
only production P„ may be applied. 
14 Finally, to obtain k^, only production PQ may be 
applied on the leftmost non-terminal K. 
It is easy to see that for every word in L(G)  there 
exists a unique leftmost derivation.  Hence G is 
unambiguous. 
Suppose we introduce a set of changes as follows 1 
Let      Ci=Cl 
c--c2 
C'=[ti t is of the form ,a.#a.' or 'a.+a.', 
ai'aj€CiUC2UC:P 
C^=[ei   e is of the form   'a.♦a.'   or  'a,-a.', 
ai»aj€ClUC2UC3UC4^ 
19 
crc5 
C6'C6 
C'=»£fi   f is of the form   ,ai=a,',   a^C^. 
aj€ClUC2UC3UCi^ 
gJiC^CJUC^UC^UC^)-^ 
g^i(C^UC^UC^)x(C^UC^UC^)xC^-C^ 
Hence,   G'=(C[ ,C^C^,C^,C^,C^,C^ jgj ,g^,g^). 
We also have the following changes in the 
associated productionsi 
P^=E-EAE 
P'=T-TMT 
Pi=Pi for a11 i( ife*"} 
V =V N N 
Y'=V T  T 
S'=S 
P'=£P|J P| is a production for i«l,2,...,13}. 
Hence, G'=(V^,V^,S',P'). 
We shall now show that the word x^=k1*x2-rk^ is in 
L'(G'), but that it does not possess a unique leftmost 
derivation. 
20 
S' H* V=E 
P' 
•—* x3=E 
^ x3=TMT 
»-* x3=FMT 
P' 
»-£ x3=KMT 
P' 
•—*> x3=k1MT 
P' 
*-^ x,=k1*T 
♦-* x3=k1*TMT 
*5 
»—* x3=k1«FMT 
»-» x3=k1»VMT 
or    •—* x3=TMTMT 
•—*    x3=FMTMT 
P' 
»-£ x3=KMTMT 
P' 
•—*> x3=k1MTMT 
P' 
•-^ x3=kx»TMT 
•—* x3=k1»FMT 
P6 
•— x3=k1*VMT 
PA P' 
1?Z 82 
•—* x3=k1*x2MT •—* x3=k1»x2MT 
P' P' 
«-H x3=k1#x2-^T HU x3=k1«x2+T 
n P 55 pk 
*-* x0=k<»x0*F •-> x,=k„#xvS-F 
21 
pi pi 
*3*  x-=k1*x2-rK •-* x-=k1«x2'5-K 
pi pi 
12k 12k 
The first derivation is equivalent to the interpretation 
x«=k1#(x2^k2,) i whereas the second is equivalent to 
Xo=(k1#x2)^k2,.  Hence, G' is ambiguous.  Clearly, 
L'(G')=L(G)=L; therefore L is not inherently ambiguous. 
We also wish to note that the string k.*x2+k^  is 
generated by either of two waysi go(k- *x2,kj,, + )   or 
g~(k-,x2^kjL, *), which shows that G' is not uniquely 
readable. 
Example.  Consider the following example.  Let 
VN=£S,A,B} 
VT=[x} 
S=starting symbol 
P=set of productions which are as followst 
P1=S-A 
P2=S-B 
P3=S-AB 
Pj=A~xxxA 
P5=A-xxx 
22 
P£=B-xxxxB 
P„=B~xxxx 
6 
If G=(VN,VT,S,P), then L(G)=£x i n=3,4 or n^6).  Take x . 
Its derivation is S***x3x3.  Similarly, x7 has derivation 
.M.ojj.3 . 4 JL   O 
S** x^x , x has derivation S** x x , x7  has derivation 
S**x3x3x3, x10 has derivation S^xVx^ and x11 has 
» 3 4 4 derivation S»~» x-'x x .  We encounter our first problem 
with x  since its derivation can either be S***x3x3x3x*' 
♦ 4 4 4 
of S^ x x x .  Hence there does not exists a unique 
12 leftmost derivation for x  .  Therefore G is ambiguous. 
The corresponding syntactical classes and 
operations may be represented as follows« 
C2=£x3na: n=0,l,2,...} 
C =£x4nb: 11=0,1,2.... 3 
3nj 4n2 
C^=£x  ax  b« n1=0,l,2...; n =0,1,2,...3 
C5=Cxn» n=3,4 or n^63 
gl,Cl"^2 such that 6i(x)=x^na» n=0,l 
ggtCj-C^ such that g2(x)=x "b, n=0,l 
3n.  4n 
&jlCl~^k  such that gj(x)=x      ax *b, 
n1=0,l; n2=0,l 
64,C2"C2 such that g4(x3na)=x3(n+l)a, 
23 
n=0,l,2,... 
g5tC2-C5 such that g5(x3na)«x3(n+1', 
n=0,1,2,... 
g6iC3-C3  such that g6(x'+nb)=xZf(n+1)b, 
n=0,1,2,... 
g?iC3-C5 such  that g?(x^nb)=x4(n"'"1^, 
n=0,l,2,... 
3nl 4n2 x goiC^-'CjL such that g3(x  ax  b) = 
3n1 4n2   3(1^+3) 4(n2+t) 
gg(x  ax  b)=x      ax      b, 
n1=0,l,2,...; s=0,l; n2=0,1,2,...j t=0,l 
goiC^-C^ such that 
3n- hn2        3(n1+s) Mn2+t) 
g9(x  ax  b)=x      x      , 
n1=0,1,2,...5 s=0,l; n2=0,l,2,...j t=0,l 
G=(cl»C2'C3,C^,C5;gl'g2'g3»g4,g5»g6'g?,g8,69^ and G is 
O     1 ^ ft     1 *2 
not uniquely readable since ge(x"a)=x  and g„(x b)=x 
Note that L(G)=C- and that the following correspondences 
hold 1 
&f?i*   i=l,2 7 
V°l 
A-C2 
Tit*/"* 
AB-C4 
24 
We wish to note that since Engeler requires only 
that the syntactical classes be closed tinder the 
syntactical operations, the classes may also be enlarged 
as followsi 
C'=[x} 
C^=£xnai n=0,l,2,...} 
C'^x^i n=0,l,2,...} 
C^=£x ax b« n1=0,l,2,...; n2=0,1,2,...} 
C'=£xni n>2} 
However, Cl/L(G).  L(G) is a subset of CL which consists 
of only the derivable words from the grammar G. 
We have shown with the examples above how an 
Engeler's formal grammar and a corresponding conventional 
formal grammar may be derived from each other by 
establishing a correspondence between the union of 
syntactical classes and the non-terminals and between the 
class of minimum derivable words from the grammar G and 
the language L(G). 
Remark.  We extend the definition of formal grammar 
to include the condition that for every QevN, there 
exists a leftmost derivation 
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S —*  aQ0 *•* acrfl i-* a06=n 
for some n€L(G), a,6€V* and c€V*. 
Let L=L(G) be also denoted by L(G,S) where S is the 
starting symbol. Let L(G,Q), where Q€VN, be the language 
generated by G with Q as the starting symbol. 
Theorem.  If L(G) is unambiguous, then each L(G,Q) 
is unambiguous. 
Proof.  If L(G) is unambiguous, then there exists a 
unique leftmost derivation 
S *•* aQ3 ►** atf0 »-* aC6=\i 
for some u€L(G), a,6€V* and o€v*.  Suppose L(G,Q) is 
ambiguous.  There would exist two distinct leftmost 
derivations 
T. 
Q ►** Z »-* X ►** Y 
and 
P. 
Q *** 2 •—^ Y »■♦* Y 
where X/Y and Y€L(G,Q).  Hence, the existence of two 
distinct leftmost derivations 
P. 
3 *•* ocQ0 ►** aZ0 -*> aX0 ►•* ayP »-* (XY6=V 
and 
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p, 
S ►•* aQ3 ►•* aZ0 *-+ aY3 »-* ay0 •-* ay6! 
for vCL(G).  A contradiction! 
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Chapter 3 
Partial Recursive Functions and Machines 
3.1.  Some Basic Definitions 
Definition.  Let K be a class of similar relational 
structures and let L be the language associated to it. 
An algorithmic basis B for K is a pair of sets (E|8) 
where Z is the set of formulas for L called conditions 
and 6 is the set of operations.  At least one of £,9 is 
non-empty. 
Definition.  A machine confronted with a relational 
structure R from K consists of some memory set labelled 
with variables of the language L and equipped with the 
basic capabilities namelyi a decision-making capability 
and an operating capability. 
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To an algorithmic basis, an algorithmic language 
can be associated to formulate composite instructions or 
composite programs on the basic capabilities of the 
machine. 
Definition.  The expressions of the algorithmic 
language Alg(B) associated with the algorithmic basis 
B=(L,8) are divided into the following syntactical 
classesi 
1) Labels» These are numerals 1,2,3  
2) Conditions! These are elements of E. 
3) Operations! These are elements of 0. 
b)     Conditional instructions! These are expressions of 
the form 
ii IF 0  THEN GO TO j ELSE GO TO kj 
where C  is a condition and i, j and k are labels. 
5) Operational instructions! These are expressions of 
the form 
ii DO v THEN GO TO j ; 
where v is an operation and i and J are labels.  If 
j=i+l, then we delete the phrase THEN GO TO j. 
6) Programi This is a finite set of instructions such 
that no two different instructions have the same 
label. 
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Let TT. , i=l,2  be a program with one entrance 
and one exit.  Given TT. and TT , the composition of TT. and 
TT- into TT. is formulated by taking all the instructions 
of TN into TT unchanged and by taking all the 
instructions of TT into TT and making them distinct.  If 
m is the largest label in TT. , then we add m to every 
label in TT except the entrance which is made to 
correspond to the exit of TT..  Hence, the entrance of ", 
becomes the entrance of TT. and the exit of the altered 
TT2 becomes the exit of TT .  Composition of programs may 
be extended to more than two one-exit programs. 
Actual programming languages use other notations 
and terminologies.  Two such important terminologies are 
procedures and subroutines ranging over a program. 
Hence, we can speak of the composition of procedures and 
subroutines.  In the following sections we shall deal 
with the composition of subroutines. 
Programs or procedures or subroutines may have more 
than one exit.  Consider for instance a subroutine 
containing a conditional instruction as followsi 
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ii IF v THEN GO TO j ELSE GO TO kj 
ji DO a THEN GO TO EXIT-Ai 
ki DO 0 THEN GO TO EXIT-B; 
Let such a subroutine be TT. which is a two-exit 
subroutine.  The subroutine TT. may then be composed 
TT2 where EXIT-A coincides with the entrance of rt    or 
tr where EXIT-B coincides with the entrance of tr . 
3.2.  Partial Recursive Functions 
Definition.  A partial recursive function is a 
partial function that can be obtained from the 
1) Successor function: x'=x+l; 
2) Constant function: For any i=l,2,...,n, F(x.)=k 
where k is a constant; 
3) Projection function! G^Cx-^ ,x2, . .. ,x^,. .. ,x )=XJCJ 
and by the repeated application of 
4) Composition: If g and h are partial recursive 
functions, then so is fif(x)=h°g(x) where 
hog(x)=h(g(x)); 
5) Primitive recursion: If g and h are partial recursive 
functions, then so is f which is defined by 
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f(x,0)=g(x) 
f(x,y')=h(x,y,f(x,y)) 
6)  Least number operatort If g and h are partial 
recursive functions, then so is fif(x)=least y such 
that g(x,y)=h(x,y), otherwise f is undefined. 
Any machine that can effectively simulate all 
partial recursive functions can perform the following 
numerical operations, namelyi addition, multiplication, 
exponentiation, magnitude, minimum, maximum, subtraction, 
division and modular division, since they are partial 
recursive functions as shown belowi 
1) Addition! f(x,y) means x+y 
f(o,y)=y 
f(x',y)=[f(x,y)]' 
2) Multiplication! f(x,y) means x*y 
f(0,y)=0 
f(x',y)=f(x,y)+y 
3) Exponentiationi f(x,y) means yx 
f(0,y)=l 
f(x\y)=y«f(x,y) 
4) Magnitudei f(x,y) means Ix-yl 
Since Ix-yl =V(x+y)2=V?, then 
f(x,y)=nz[z2=(x^y)2] 
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5) Minimumi f(x,y) means min(x,y) 
The least z such that (z-x)(z-y)=0 will give the 
minimum between x and y, but since subtraction has 
not been defined, then we restate the function as 
follows I 
f(x,y)=u [z2-Kx*y)=z»(x+y)] 
6) Maximumi f(x,y) means max(x.y) 
f(x,y)=[min(x,y) + |x-y|] 
7) Subtractionj f(x,y) means x-y 
f(x,y)=|x-min(x,y)I 
8) Divisiont f(x,y) means x-ry 
f(x.y)=u CCx-(y*z)]-minC(x-(y*z)),y]=0] 
9) Modular division! f(x,y) means x mod y 
f(x,y)=x-[(x4-y)«y] 
3.3*  Shepherdson-Sturgis or SS Machine 
Definition.  The SS Machine consists of the 
following! a memory set with variables XQIXJ»x2»... 
with non-negative natural numbers for values (although 
real computers have bounded word size) and an 
algorithmic basis B=(£,6) where 
2=£xi=0, i=0,l,2,...} 
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e=tei'e2»63,e/p where 
e1=Cxii=xi+i, 1=0,1,2,...} 
e2={xii=xi-i, 1=0.1,2,...} 
e =£xii=o, 1=0,1,2,...} 
e2t=Cxii=x., i/j, j=0,l,2,...} 
Theorem.  The SS Machine can compute all partial 
recursive functions. 
Proof.  To prove that the SS Machine can compute 
all partial recursive functions, it is sufficient to 
write subroutines for the following functions according 
to the definition. 
a) Successor functioni Define for x'=x+l.  Using 9-, we 
have the subroutine 
MACRO SUCCESSOR (IN AND OUT XI){ 
li DO XI «= XI +1 THEN GO TO EXIT; 
In place of SUCCESSOR (XI), we shall refer to MACRO 
SUCCESSOR by writing [XI := XI*]. 
b) Constant function! Define for x=k.  Using 6. and 
CXI i= XI'3, we have the subroutine for say k=3. 
3^ 
MACRO CONSTANT3 (OUT XI); 
li DO XI i= 0; 
2i DO [XI i= XI']; 
3i DO [XI i= XI']; 
4i DO [XI i= XI'1  THEN GO TO EXITi 
c) Projection functioni Define for Gk(xlfx2,...,xn)=x.. 
Using 8L, we have the subroutine 
MACRO PROJECTION (IN XI; OUT X2); 
It DO X2 i= XI THEN GO TO EXIT; 
d) Compositioni Define for hog(x).  Let g and h be 
partial recursive functions.  We have the subroutine 
MACRO COMPOSITION (IN XI; OUT X3)s 
li DO [X2 i= G(Xl)]i 
2t DO [X3 «= H(X2)] THEN GO TO EXIT; 
e) Primitive recursion! Define for f(x,0)=g(x) and 
f(x,y')=h(x,y,f(x,y)).  Let g and h be partial 
recursive functions.  We have the subroutine 
MACRO PRIMITIVE (IN XI, X2j OUT X4); 
li DO XO i= Oi 
2i DO [X3 i= G(X1)]; 
3i IF XO = X2 THEN GO TO 6 ELSE GO TO ki 
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ki   DO CX3 »= H(X1,X2,X3)3J 
5i DO [X2 i= X2'] THEN GO TO 3* 
61 DO X^ i= X3 THEN GO TO EXIT 5 
f)  Least number operator! Define for 
f(x)=fi [g(x,y)=h(x,y)].  Let g and h be partial 
recursive functions.  We have the subroutine 
MACRO LEAST (IN XI; OUT X5); 
li DO X2 1= 0; 
2i DO [X3 «= G(Xl,X2)]j 
3« DO [X4 « = H(X1,X2)]; 
4i IF X3 = X4 THEN GO TO 6 ELSE GO TO 5\ 
5» DO [X2 »= X2'] THEN GO TO 2; 
61 DO X5 1= X2 THEN GO TO EXIT; 
Suppose we weaken the SS Machine into the SS' 
Machine by simplifying B into B,=(Z,,0') where 
e
'
=tei»e2} 
Let the SS' Machine have a memory set with variables 
X/N 1 XJ $ Xn 1 > > • on D  . 
Theorem.  The SS' Machine can effectively simulate 
the SS Machine. 
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Proof.  We have to show that the SS* Machine is 
capable of computing 0- and 0^. 
a) We compute 0~ with the subroutine 
MACRO ZERO (IN AND OUT XI)} 
li IF XI = 0 THEN GO TO EXIT ELSE GO TO 2i 
2i DO XI i=  XI - 1 "THEN GO TO 1; 
In place of ZERO (XI), we shall refer to MACRO ZERO 
by writing Cxi i= o3. 
b) We compute 0^ with the subroutine 
MACRO ASSIGN (IN XI; OUT X2); 
It DO [X2 i= 0]j 
2» IF XI = 0 THEN GO TO EXIT E1SE GO TO 3; 
3i DO X2 i= X2 + 1; 
4« DO XI «= XI - 1 THEN GO TO 2} 
In place of ASSIGN (XI,XJ), we shall refer to MACRO 
ASSIGN by writing [XJ ,= XI]. 
3.4.  Tag Machine 
The Tag Machine operates on a relational structure 
whose underlying set is the set of all words x over £0,1) 
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Definition.  The Tag Machine consists of the 
following! a memory set with one element x and an 
t  t t 
algorithmic basis B =(£ ,6 ) where 
Et=Cb0(x),b1(x),e(x)} such that 
bQ(x) is true if the word x begins 
with 0, 
b^(x) is true if the word x begins 
with 1, 
e(x) is true if the word x is emptyj 
et=£e*,e^,ep where 
e*=£x«=xo} 
(tag 0 at the right of x) 
e^=£x«=xi} 
(tag 1 at the right of x) 
e|=[xi=d(x)3 
(delete the first symbol of x). 
Given Machine A with program TT , with initial data 
and final data.  Given Machine B.  Machine A can be 
weakly but effectively simulated on Maohine B if there 
exist effective encoding rules to transform program TT 
into a program rr for Machine B and the initial data of 
Machine A into initial data for Machine B, and the 
relevant arising words in the final data of Machine B 
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into the final data form of Machine A such that both 
machines arrive at the same solution. 
Theorem.  The Tag Machine can weakly but 
effectively simulate the SS* Machine. 
Proof.  To every natural number n, we associate the 
word 11...1 of length n+1, which we shall denote by n. 
Suppose the SS' Machine has memory content variables 
x0,x1,x2, . .. ,xm with values nQ,n1 ,n2, . . . ,nm.  We 
associate to it the Tag Machine memory content which is 
of the form rLOn-0no0...On.  The final data will also 0 12     m 
be in a similar form as the initial data.  Hence, to 
encode the Tag Machine's final data back into the final 
data form of the SS' Machine, we simply associate the 
value n^, i=0,l,2,..., for each n.. 
Since the instructions of the Tag Machine can be 
performed on the beginning or the end of the word x, to 
get to n. we need the following subroutine which 
transforms nn0ni0no0.. . OH to n., 0no0... On 0n_.  Let 012     m    12     m 0 
x=n00n-0n20.. . Or^. 
MACRO SHIFTj 
li DO X i= XO; 
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2t DO X i= XIi 
3i DO X 1= D(X)j 
kx IF BjU) THEN GO TO 2 ELSE GO TO 5i 
5i DO X i= D(X) THEN GO TO EXITi 
To get to n., we perform the above subroutine i-1 times. 
After performing the desired operations on n., perform 
the above subroutine until the word x is in its original 
form. 
We also have to show how to simulate £• and 0'. 
We shall denote a comment within a subroutine as followsi 
(* COMMENT ♦). 
a)  Is x.=0, where x. is an SS' Machine word? For say, 
i=2, where x =3 which means n2=llll, and m=6, we have 
the subroutine 
MACRO TEST -2-6; 
li DO [JSHIFT]; 
DO [JSHIFT ]; 
DO X i= XO; 
DOX J= XI{ 
DO X i= D(X); 
(•  n^OfigO. ..OngOfi0 •) 
(•  figOn^O. . .OngOnj •) 
(* 11110rL0...0n00n10 •) 
(• 11110rL0...0n()0n101 •) 
(* lllOrLo. . .0^0^01 •) 
IF B0(X) THEN GO TO 15 ELSE GO TO 7\ 
DO X t= XIj 
ho 
103i DO [SHIFT]} (* n60n00...0n^0n- •) 
104i DO [SHIFT] THEN GO TO EXITI 
(* rLOnjO...On^On^ •) 
c) Define n.i=n.-l for say, i=2, where m=6.  We have the 
subroutine 
MACRO SUBTRACT1-2-6; 
li DO [SHIFT]} 
2I DO [SHIFT] i 
lOi DO X   t= D(X); 
101« DO [SHIFT] 
102I DO [SHIFT] 
103« DO [SHIFT] 
104I DO [SHIFT] 
105i DO [SHIFT] THEN GO TO EXITi 
(* r^OrLo.. .On^OnQ #) 
(* figOfuO.. .OnQOn1 •) 
(* n2,0fL0. . .OfLOfL •) 
(* rLOn^O. . .On-Ofi-, •) 
(* n^On-0. . .OfL.OfL •) 
(*    n^Ofi^O.. .0no0n,,     •) - n^O. O ^Onj
(* ngOfLO. . . On^On- ) 
(• r^On^O. . .On-On^ •) 
3»5»  Turing Machine 
The Turing Machine operates on a relational 
structure whose underlying set is the set of all words of 
the form ifw.qw^ over [0,l,q,#3 where Wj and w2 are words 
over Co,l], q is the state and # is a delimiter. 
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8 DO X   i= D(X); 
9 IF B0(X)   THEN GO TO  11 ELSE GO TO  7\ . 
10. DO X   i= D(X)j            (* fLOn^O. . .OrijO^ •) 
11 DO [SHIFT]j                 (# fij.On-0. ,.0n20fL •) 
12 DO [SHIFT]j                 (• n-OfigO. ..OfLOn^ •) 
13 DO [SHIFT];                  (» n60n00. . . OnVOn,. *) 
14 DO [SHIFT] THEN GO TO EXIT-1; 
(* n00fL0. . .On^On^ ♦) 
15 DO X   «=  D(X)j            (* fLOri^O. . .0fL0n2 •) 
16 DO [SHIFT];                  (* n^On^O. . . OripOfL •) 
17 i   DO [SHIFT];                  (* n^On^O. .. OfLOn^ •) 
18 «   DO [SHIFT];                  (* n60nQ0. .. OrLOn- *) 
19 i   DO [SHIFT] THEN GO TO EXIT-O; 
(*       ngOfijO. . .QnJQh^      *) 
b)     Define n.i=n.+l  for say,   i=2,   where m=6.     We have the 
subroutine 
MACRO  ADD1-2-6; 
It DO   [SHIFT]; 
2I DO   [SHIFT]; 
3« DO  [SHIFT]; 
10i DO X   i= XI; 
101i DO   [SHIFT]; 
102I DO   [SHIFT]; 
(* fijOfLo.. .On^OfL #) 
(* rigOrLo. . .OrLofL •) 
(• n-On^O.. .OnjOfip •) 
(» n^On^O.. .OrijO^l •) 
(* n^On-0... 0rl2,On. •) 
(• n-OrigO...On-On^    *) 
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Definition.  The Turing Machine consists of the 
followingi a memory set with one element x and an 
algorithmic basis B = (£ ,9 ) where 
ET=£s0(x),s1(x)} where for i=0,l, 
s.(x) is the set of words in which w2 
begins with i. 
T i 9 =£r(x) ,l(x) ,pQ(x) .p^x)} where 
r(#w1q0w2#)=#w10qw2# if w^X 
r(#w1qlw2#)=#w1lqw2# if w^X 
r(#w1qO#)=#w1OqO# 
r(#w1ql#)=#w1lqO# 
l(#w10qw2#)=#wiq0w2# 
l(#w1lqw2#)=#w1qlw2# 
K#qw#)=#qOw# 
Pi (#w1qw^#) ^w^w^ 
where w' results from w2 by replacing the first symbol by 
i, i=0,l. 
Theorem.  The Turing Machine can weakly but 
effectively simulate the Tag Machine that simulates the 
SS' Machine. 
Proof.  Since the Tag Machine can weakly but 
effectively simulate an SS' Machine, then it would be 
<*3 
sufficient to show that the Turing Machine can simulate 
the Tag Machine that simulates the SS' Machine. 
To the Tag Machine memory element x, we associate 
the word #qx#.  The final data of the Turing Machine 
simulating the Tag Machine that simulates the SS' Machine 
may be of the form #0...OqxO... 0# where x ends with 1. 
To encode it into the final data form of the Tag Machine 
and further into the final data form of the SS' Machine, 
we simply pick out x which is of the form fLOn-On-O.. . 0n_ 
and drop everything else, and to every n. we associate 
x., for i=0,l,2 m.  Since we are not concerned here 
with simply simulating the Tag Machine on the Turing 
Machine, likewise, we are not concerned with translating 
any intermediary Turing Machine data into the 
corresponding Tag Machine data. 
We also wish to recall that the length of the word 
on a Turing Machine may only be increased.  Let 
x=#0...0qnQ0n10n20...Or^O...0#.  We have to show how to 
simulate £ , if necessary, and 9 . 
a) Clearly, sQ(x) is equivalent to bQ(x). 
b) Clearly, s-(x) is equivalent to b-(x). 
c) When the Tag Machine is simulating the SS' Machine, 
the empty word will never occur, therefore, the test 
e(x) of the Tag Machine will always fail.  Hence 
V> 
there is no need to simulate e(x) on the Turing 
Machine, 
d)  To compute 9*,   that is, 
#0...OqfLOn-O... On 0...0#-#0...OqngOn^O...OnmOO...0#, 
we have the subroutine 
MACRO TAG-O{ 
1 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
DO R(X); 
IF SQ(X) THEN GO TO 3 ELSE GO TO 1j 
DO R(X)j 
IF SQ(X) THEN GO TO 5 ELSE GO TO lj 
DO L(X); 
IF SQ(X) THEN GO TO 7 ELSE GO TO 5» 
DO L(X)i 
IF SQ(X) THEN GO TO 9 ELSE GO TO 5; 
DO R(X); 
DO R(X) THEN GO TO EXIT} 
Initially, x^qfLOn.O. . .On #.  To simulate 9*,   we 
perform MACRO TAG-O.  However, as soon as x takes on 
the form #0...Oqn-On-O...OnO...0#, the above 
subroutine becomes unnecessary since the first 0 in 
0...0 after the last 1 is equivalent to the result of 
performing 9    in the Tag Machine. 
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e)  To compute Op, that is, 
#0.. . OqriQOn.O... On 0. .. 0#-#0.. . OqngOnjO.. . On-*0 • • • °# i 
we have the subroutine 
MACRO TAG-lj 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
DO R(X); 
IF SQ(X) THEN GO TO 3 ELSE GO TO 1; 
DO R(X); 
IF SQ(X) THEN GO TO 5 ELSE GO TO lj 
DO L(X); 
DO P1(X); 
DO L(X); 
IF SQ(X) THEN GO TO 9 ELSE GO TO 7; 
DO L(X); 
IF SQ(X) THEN GO TO 11 ELSE GO TO 7; 
DO R(X); 
DO R(X) THEN GO TO EXIT; 
f)  To compute 8., that is, 
#0. . .OqnQ0. . -Of^O. . .0#-tfO. . .00qd(nQ)0. . .OriO. . ,0#, 
we have the subroutine 
MACRO DELETE; 
It DO P0(X); 
2i DO R(X) THEN GO TO EXIT; 
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Chapter 4 
Regular Expressions 
4.1.  Regular Expressions and Regular Sets 
Definition.  Let V'=Cu,*,#,(,)} and V be a finite 
collection of symbols not in V.  A regular expression is 
the subset of (VUV)* defined byi 
1) 0  is a regular expression, 
2) X is a regular expression, 
3) For any a.€V, i=l,2,...,n, a- is a regular 
expression, 
4) If a and 3 are regular expressions, then so are the 
followingi 
a) (aU0) (union) 
b) (a3) (catenation) 
c) a* (catenation closure) 
4? 
We shall refer to the three operations in regular 
expressions as regular operations.  If we adapt the 
precedence rule for the regular operations as followsi 
catenation before union, and catenation closure before 
both union and catenation, then we may delete the use of 
parenthesis except when necessary. 
The meaning or interpretation of a regular 
expression Y is that it denotes a set of words or a 
language L(v) over an alphabet V according to the 
following conventions! 
1) U0)=0. 
2) LU)=U3. 
3) L(ai)=£ai3i i=l,2,...,n, 
4) For regular expressions a and 0, 
a) L(aU3)=L(a)UL(0) 
b) L(a3)=L(a)L(0) 
c) L(a*)=L(a)* 
Such sets are called regular sets. 
Example.  (aa)* is a regular expression over V={a}. 
The symbol a is a regular expression by (3) of the 
definition.  (aa) is a regular expression by (4b) of the 
definition.  If we let a=(aa), then a#=(aa)* is a regular 
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expression by (4c) of the definition. 
4.2.  Finite State Machines and Finite Deterministic 
Automata 
Definition.  A machine is a finite state machine 
(FSM) if it consists of an input set, an output set and a 
memory set with one element each, say x, y and z 
respectively.  The FSM operates on the relational 
structure (W(Ca-,a2,...,an3);L,B-,B2»•.•iB id) where 
W(Ca-,a2,...,a_}) is the set of all words over the 
alphabet V={a.,a2,...,a ]; L is the set consisting of the 
empty word only; B. is the set of words beginning with 
a., i=l,2,...,n; d deletes the first letter, if any, of a 
word. 
The algorithmic basis B=(E,0) for the FSM consists 
of the formulas Z=CB1(Z),B2(z) Bn^z^ and the 
operations 0=£zi=x; zi=d(z); yi=z}.  The input program is 
li DO Z t= X THEN GO TO EXITi 
The output program is 
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li IF L(Z) THEN GO TO EXIT ELSE GO TO ji 
The input program loads the memory.  The FSM then tests 
the first character in z,  branches accordingly and 
deletes the first character to make the next character 
accessible.  The label of the instruction to be executed 
next is called the state of the FSM.  The output program 
is accomplished if the program terminates and the memory 
is empty at termination. 
For every program TT for FSM, we single out the 
following itemsi 
Q which is the set of labels in TT, 
Q' which is the set of exits in TT, 
qQ which is the entrance of TT. 
In addition, we define the partial operations a,,a2  
a on Q as followsi Let i€Q and lspsn.  Consider a word 
that begins with a and start the execution of TT with i 
as the entrance label.  Then we can find the first 
operational instruction of the formt 
k» DO Z i= D(Z) THEN GO TO jj 
If such an instruction is reached, we set a (i)=j, 
otherwise a is undefined at i. 
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This leads us to the definition of a finite 
deterministic automaton. 
Definition.  A finite deterministic automaton (FDA) 
over an alphabet V is a quintuplet of the form 
F»(Q,W,q0,Q',Pf) where Q is a finite set of statesi W is 
the finite input alphabet, V=WUQ, Q and W are disjoint} 
q0 is the start state, q0eQs Q* is a finite set of 
designated states, Q'<=Q; p is the set of productions of 
the form qja^-q., q^q^Q, a^Vy 
Given a word w,,w2,...,w , the letter w- is the 
first scanned in the state q  , (tested by B., i=l,2,..., 
s0 x 
n).  It may delete w. (by the d operation) and moves to 
the next state q_ , scans w0 in state q  and so on until SA C. S* 
it reaches the rightmost letter in the word.  The state 
q  and the next scanned letter w    determines the next 
si si+l 
state q   .  If the final state q  is in Q', then the 
si+l sk 
word is accepted by the automatoni otherwise it is 
rejected.  The set of words accepted by an FDA 
constitutes the language accepted by the automaton, which 
we shall denote by L(FDA)=£a€W» qQd-'qj, q-^Q'} 
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4.3«  Regular Language 
Definition.  A grammar G=(VN,VT,S,P) is a regular 
grammar if each production in P is of one of the two 
forms X-Ya or X-a where X,Y€VN and a€V*.  The language 
generated by a regular grammar is referred to as a 
regular language. 
Lemma.  If L^ and Lp are regular languages on some 
alphabet A, then so are L^UL2, L^Lp and L.. 
Proof.  Let Gi=(vNi»vT1»si»pi) and 
G2=(VN2,VT2,S2,P2) where V^  and VN2 are disjoint sets and 
VT1'VT2-A< 
To show that LjUL2 is a regular language, we 
introduce a new non-terminal S and we define 
G»(VN1UVN2UCS},VT1UYT2,S,P1UP2U{S-S1,S-S2}).  Clearly, 
L(G)=L-UL2 is a regular language. 
To show that I^L? is a regular language, we replace 
each production of the form X-a in P2 by X-5-a and call 
the resulting set of productions PJ. Define 
G=(VN1UVN2'VT1UVT2'S1'P1UP2)-  Clearly» LCO-L^ is a 
regular language. 
To show that L* is a regular language, we add for 
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each production of the form X-a the production X-'SjO, and 
the additional production S^-X.  Hence Lj is a regular 
language. 
Lemma.  The following are equivalenti 
i)  L is acceptable by an FDA. 
ii)  L is a regular language. 
Proof.  A language accepted by an FDA is the union 
of all languages of the form £a€Wi qQa-*q1}, q^C}'.  And 
each such language is the language generated by the 
following regular grammari V., is the set of states of the 
FDA; V- is the set of letters that composes the words 
acceptable by the FDA? S=q^; P is the set of productions 
where for each production q;a.-q. of the FDA, P has the 
production q.ic"*q4a., and "t^ie additional production q0"*X. 
Since the union of two regular languages is also a 
regular language, then L(FDA) is a regular language. 
Hence  (i) implies (ii). 
Consider a language L that is generated by a 
regular grammar G=(Yj.,V ,S,P).  By definition, P may 
consists of the productions of the formsi 
X-Ya, X,Y€VN, a€V*, (4.3-1) 
Y-a, YevN. a€V*, (4.3-2) 
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Y'-Y, Y.Y'ev^, (4.3-3) 
where a=a1a2...a. , a.€V_, k2rl.  We wish to construct an 
equivalent regular grammar G'=(VA,V_,S,P') whose 
productions are one of the following formsi 
Y-Xa, X,Y,€V^, a6VT, (4.3-4) 
Y-X, Y€V^. (4.3-5) 
To eliminate the productions of the form (4.3-1), w® 
introduce for each such production new non-terminals X-, 
X2, ... and X. _*   and replace it by the following 
productionsi 
X
"*
Xk-lak 
Xk-l"Xk-2ak-l 
X2~*Xla2 
xrYai 
which are of the form (4.3-4).  To eliminate the 
productions of the form (4.3-2), we introduce for each 
such production new non-terminals Y-, Y2> ... and Y. and 
replace it by the following productionsi 
k k 
V*Yk-lak-l 
Wl 
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Y-X 
which are of the forms (4.3-4) and (4.3-5)*  To eliminate 
the productions of the form (4.3-3)» for each such 
production of the form (4.3-4), we add the production 
Y*-»Xa, and for each production of the form (4.3-5), we 
add the production Y'-X.  We now define an FDA 
F=(Q,W,q0,Q',Pf) such that L(FDA) is evidently the same 
as L(G').  Let Q be the set of all subsets of V^ 
including the empty set; W=VT; qQ is the subset of VA 
consisting of all the Y's such that the productions Y-X 
are in P'; Q' is the set of all subsets of VA which 
contain Sj P_ is the set of productions of the form qa-^q.. 
where q«=CY€VNJ there is a production Y-Xa in P' for some 
X€Q}.  To verify that L(G')<L(FDA), let 
SMYka^Yk-lak-lakh#Y2a2a3' ' -akhYlala2' ' 'ak 
hala2,,,ak (4.3-6) 
be a derivation according to G' of a word a]a_...ak. in 
L(G').  Then 
qoaia2. . .a^a^. . -a^'q^a,^     (4.3-7) 
is the trace of the acceptance of the word a-ap.-.a^. by th 
the FDA F, with Y^Q,   *z*ql Yk€qk-1» S€qk* 
Conversely, to verify that L(FDA)<=L(G'), let (4.3-7) be 
the trace of the acceptance of some word a1a2...a. by F. 
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Since qk€Q*. then S€qkt since q^^"^ is a production 
in P~, we have that for some *. €q. ., there is a 
production S-Y.a. in P'I and so on, finally showing that 
(4.3-6) is a derivation of a^-.-.a. in G'.  Hence 
L(G')=L(FDA), and (ii) implies (i). 
Theorem.  A language is a regular set if and only 
if it is a regular language. 
Proof.  Assume that the language L is a regular set 
over the alphabet [a-, a2,...,a }.  By definition, this 
means that L may be obtained by a finite number of 
applications of the regular operations on the languages 
0>   £a-}, Ca2}, ... and £a }.  Since these languages are 
generated by grammars consisting of the productions of 
the form S-*X or S-a., for i=l,2,...,n, clearly they are 
regular languages.  By a previous lemma, L is a regular 
language. 
Conversely, assume that L is a regular language 
with the grammar G=(V,.,V_,S,P).  We now proceed with an 
induction on the size of VN.  For m=l, VN consists of S 
and of exactly one other non-terminal.  Say, VN=Cs,X13 
and P consisted of the following productions! 
S-X, 
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S-ak, ak€AlCVr 
S-Xlak, ak€A2-VT, 
X1-^k, ak€A3=VT, 
X*^X*a, i a.^A^-cYm* 
LCG.Xj) is denoted by A~Aj and L(G,S) is denoted by 
^UA1UA^AjA2. A*,   A2, A- and A^ are finite sets, 
therefore, L(G)=L(G,S) is a regular set. We assume that 
L(G) is a regular set for m=n, that is V.. consists of S 
and of exactly n other non-terminals, say, 
VN=CS,Xj,X2,...,X }.  Consider m=n+l, where say, 
Vj.*{S,X1,X2,...,X ,Xn+1) and P consisted of the following 
productions! 
S-X, (^.3-8) 
^.3-9) 
!4.3-10) 
>.3-H) 
I4.3-12) 
:4.3-13) 
[4.3-1*0 
^.3-15) 
:4.3-i6) 
^.3-17) 
There are four subsets of L(G) that can be derived from 
this set of productions.  The first, which we shall 
S~ak, 
S
"*
Xiak'   i^n+1« 
Xi"*ak'   i^n+1' 
Xi-X.ak,   i,j/n+l, 
S
-
Xn+lak 
Xn+1^k 
Xn+l"*Xjak' J^n+1' 
XrXn+lak' ^n+1' 
Xn+l"*Xn+lak* 
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N1 is n, clearly, L- is a regular set.  The second, 
denote by L-» has grammar G1 where VNi=VN~£Xn.».j.3 and p 
consists of the productions of the forms (4.3-8)• (4.3-9). 
(4.3-10), (4.3-11) and (4.3-12) only.  Since the size of 
vr 
which we shall denote by Lp, has grammar G2 where 
VN2=^VN"^S,Xn+l^U^S2^ and P consists of the productions 
of the forms (4.3-10), (4.3-11), S2~ak in place of 
(4.3-13) and X.-*a. in place of (4.3-16).  Since the size 
of VN2 is n, clearly, L« is a regular set.  The third, 
which we shall denote by L~, has grammar G~ where 
VN^=(VN-£s,X +13)u£s23 and P consists of the productions 
of the forms (4.3-11), (4.3-12), S^-*a. in place of 
(4.3-14) and S^X.a. in place of (4.3-15).  Since the 
size of VN_ is n, clearly, L~ is a regular set.  The 
fourth, which we shall denote by LL, has grammar G^ where 
VNi[f=(VN-CS,Xn+13)u£s^} and P consists of the productions 
of the forms (4.3-11), S^-a. in place of (4.3-14), 
S^-X.ak in place of (4.3-15), Xi"*ak in place of (4.3-16), 
and S^-a^ also in place of (4.3-17).  Since the size of 
VNi+ is n, clearly, L^  is a regular set.' For every 
derivation in L(G), if it uses (4.3-8), then we have the 
regular set 0.     If X - does not arise, then we have L-. 
Otherwise, we have the derivation of the form 
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82Pla-\pJ{)j_1...S281a 
which is equivalent to LgL-L.,.. ,L_L^=L2L*L^.  Therefore, 
LsLCGj^U^ULpL*^ is a regular set. 
Corollary.  A regular set is acceptable by an FDA. 
Proof.  By a previous lemma, a regular language is 
acceptable by an FDA.  By a previous theorem, a regular 
set is a regular language.  Therefore, a regular set is 
acceptable by an FDA. 
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Chapter 5 
Simple Precedence Grammars 
5.1.  Precedence Grammars 
Definition.  Let G=(VN,VT,S,P) be a grammar.  Let 
a=6xy.  Then x is called a simple phrase of the string a 
for the non-terminal X if there exists a derivation 
S»-» 6Xy such that there is a production X**x. 
Definition.  A handle of a string is the simple 
phrase resulting from the last step of a leftmost 
derivation. 
Definition.  Let G be a grammar and X a 
non-terminal in G.  Then a€FIRST(X) if and only if there 
is a production X-a0.  If there is a sequence of 
productions X-X^j, xi">X2^2* "'* Xn"*a^' n^0' then 
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a€FIRST*(X).  Furthermore, a€FIRST*(X) if and only if 
a€FIRST*(X) or a=X.  Similarly, d€LAST(X) if and only if 
there is a production X-*0d.  If there is a sequence of 
productions X-pjXj, X1-02X2 Xn~^d» n"*°' then 
d€LAST*(X).  Also, d€LAST*(X) if and only if d€LAST*(X) 
or d=X. 
Given a word a=6xy where x is a handle, we say that 
we reduce the handle into (3=6Xy by production P.=X—x 
where P^P and G=(VN,VT,S,P) . 
Remark.  Observe that reduction is the reverse 
process of derivation.  Hence, every letter becomes part 
of a handle at some point in the reduction of a string. 
And since we are considering leftmost derivations, then 
we are also concerned with rightmost reduction. 
Definition.  Given a grammar G=(YN,VT,S,P).  The 
precedence relations between the letters in the 
vocabulary v=vwUVfn are defined as follows« 
1) xyy if and only if there is a production Z-6xyY in G. 
2) x>y  if and only if there is a production Z-fiUyy in G 
such that x€LAST*(U). 
3) x<y if and only if x is a terminal and there is a 
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production Z-6UWY such that x€LAST*(U) and 
y€FIRST*(W). 
Note that in the presentation of precedence 
relationst we shall assume that all the productions of a 
given grammar are accessiblei that is, for any 
non-terminal Z there exists a leftmost derivation 
S^*aZ0>-6, 6€V*. 
Theorem.  The precedence relation x?y holds if and 
only if the substring xy belongs to the handle of some 
string. 
Proof.  Suppose Xry.  By definition, there exists a 
production Z-*6xyv.  There also exists a leftmost  5r 
derivation S»~ <zZ0»-a6xyY0i for some a and 0 where S is the 
starting symbol.  Clearly, xy is in the handle of a6xyY0« 
Conversely, if xy is part of the handle of some u, 
then by definition there exists a leftmost derivation 
S^**aZ0 such that Z-6xyY and n=a6xyY0. 
Theorem.  The precedence relation x<y holds if and 
only if there exists a string axyfJ where y is the head of 
the handle. 
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Proof.  Suppose x<y.  By definition x is a terminal 
and there is a production Z-6UWy such that x€LAST*(U) and 
y€FIRST (W).  This means that there exists a leftmost 
derivation S^a^jHx^UWvPj.  Also x€LAST*(U) means 
there exists a leftmost derivation U«-*exj and y€FIRST*(W) 
means there exists a leftmost derivation W* yo\  Hence, 
SH*a169xWY31M a16exy0y31=axyp.  Now, y is the head of the 
handle and x is not in the handle but preceeds the 
handle. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a string axyP 
where y is the head of the handle and is preceeded by x. 
This means that for some W, there exists a leftmost 
derivation W-* yo\  Perform reduction repeatedly until x 
becomes part of the handle.  This gives rise to the 
string axWP1. 
1) If both x and W are in the handle then there must 
exists a production Z"»6xWy.  Hence, Z-*6UWv where U=x 
and W** yo\ 
2) If x is the tail of the handle, then this means that 
for some U, there exists a leftmost derivation u>* 0x. 
Perform reduction until W is in the handle.  This 
gives rise to the string otjUWpj.  U must also be in 
the handle.  If W were the head of the handle, then 
being concerned with rightmost reduction, everything 
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to the left of W must be terminals, but U€V„.  Thus, 
there exists a production Z-6UWy where u>- 9x and 
W**yo\ 
Thus, there exists a production Z-6UWY where x€IAST*(U) 
and y€FIRST*(W).  Hence, x<y. 
Theorem.  The precedence relation x^y holds if and 
only if there exists a string axy3 where x is the tail of 
the handle. 
Proof.  Suppose x>y.  By definition, there is a 
production Z~6UyY such that x€LAST (U).  This means that 
there exists a leftmost derivation S***a1Z3-»-a1611^0-. 
Also, xCLAST (U) means there exists a leftmost derivation 
UH 9x.  Hence, SH*a169xyYP1=axy0.  Now, x is the tail of 
the handle and y is not in the handle but follows the 
handle. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a string axy0 
where x is the tail of the handle and is followed by y. 
This means that for some U, there exists a leftmost 
derivation U** 9x.  Perform reduction until y is in the 
handle.  This gives rise to the string a-Uyfl.  U must 
also be in the handle.  If y were the head of the handle, 
then being concerned with rightmost reduction, everything 
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to the left of y must be terminals, but UCV^.  Thus, 
there exists a production Z-*6UyY where xCLAST (U).  Hence 
x-cy. 
Definition.  A grammar G=(VN,V_,S,P) is called a 
simple precedence grammar or a (1,1) precedence grammar 
if 
1) at most one relation holds between any two letters of 
the vocabulary, 
2) no two productions have the same right side, and 
3) no production of the form Z-X exists. 
The (1,1) refers to the fact that we use one symbol 
on each side of a possible handle to help decide if it is 
a handle or not. 
A syntax tree is a diagram that describes the 
structure of a word by breaking it into its constituent 
parts.  A parse of a word is the construction of a 
derivation and possibly a syntax tree for it. 
Example. Consider the productions of the grammar 
G which are as followsi 
Z-E 
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E-E+T 
E-T 
T"*T*F 
T-F 
F~(E) 
F-i 
The syntax tree of the leftmost derivation of the word 
i+i»i which is in L(G) is as followsi 
In the above example, E and T form branches of Z.  T on 
the other hand has its own branches formed by T and F. 
The i, + and * are referred to as leaves. 
For the purpose of parsing, consider a given word 
as enclosed by the delimiter #. Define the relation 
between # and the first letter in the word to be <, and 
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between the last letter and # to be >. 
Lemma.  If 6XY**6XY is a step in a leftmost 
derivation, then if x occupies positions i through j in 
6XY» then S. -<S.»S.+-7...vS. -vS.5S.+-• 
Proof.  Since iXy^txy,   then there exists a 
production X—x and at some point x is the handle.  Since 
x=S.S.+1. . ,S ., then S. 5=S. +1?.. . *S •.  This means that S, 
is the head of the handle and S. is the tail of the 
J 
handle.  Since S. .preceeds the head of the handle, then 
S.^-sS..  Similarly, since S.^., follows the tail of the 
handle, then S.X3..-. 
J    J  ^ 
Lemma.  The handle of any string derived from a 
simple precedence grammar is the rightmost substring 
S....S . such that 
si_1<si?...?s.»s .+1 (5.1-1) 
and is therefore unique. 
Proof. Suppose u=Sv...S is the handle in a ic   p 
leftmost derivation. Then Sk« <5k» •.. TS 3S - . Suppose 
v=S....S. is the rightmost substring satisfying (5.1-1). 
We know that at some point every letter becomes part of 
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the handle.  Let S+ be the first letter to become part of 
the handle in that leftmost derivation, i-l£tsj*l.  Then 
one of the following must holdi 
1) t=i-l, then St>St+1i but St<St<|>1 from (5.1-1). 
2) t=j+l, then St<St+1; but St*5t+1 from (5.1-1). 
3) istsj 
Let S....S , rst^w, be the handle, 
r   w 
a) If r<i, then S j^S 1 but Srl<Sr. 
b) If r>i, then S 1,SS » but S i»Sr. 
c) If w<j, then SW^SW+1J but SW?SW+1. 
d) If w>j, then SwvSw+1; but Sw^Sw+r 
Since at most one of the precedence relations may hold 
between any two letters, then i=rst^w=j. Therefore, all 
of v must have become part of the handle at the same 
stage, that is v is a handle. 
Since v is a handle at some stage, then there must 
esixt a production V-v and a derivation yV&**Yv&,   y€Y~. 
Since u is the handle, then there must exist a production 
U~u and a derivation Y"v0>-*aU6v0Hiu6v0.  This means then 
that yftv*  which is a contradiction to this derivation 
being leftmost. 
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Theorem.  A simple precedence grammar is 
unambiguous. 
Proof.  Since the handle of any string derived from 
a simple precedence grammar is unique, this further means 
that at each step of the parse, the handle is uniquely 
determined.  Since the handle may be the right side of 
only one production, there is only one symbol to which 
the handle can be reduced making each reduction unique. 
Hence, there is only one leftmost derivation for any word 
which proves that the grammar is unambiguous. 
Remark.  Observe that since a simple precedence 
grammar is unambiguous, simple phrases are either 
identical or disjoint. 
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5.2.  Computation of the Precedence Relations 
In the computation of the precedence relations from 
a given grammar, we shall use boolean matrices whose only 
elements are 1 (for when the relation holds true) and 0 
(otherwise).  Multiplication of boolean matrices is as in 
numerical matrix multiplication except that addition is 
replaced by "or" and multiplication by "and".  Boolean 
matrix addition is also abviously associative and 
commutative while boolean matrix multiplication is only 
associative, but both operations satisfy the distributive 
lawi A(B+C)=AB+AC, where A, B, and C are matrices. 
Specifically, choose an enumeration of the letters 
S1, S2 Sn of V=VTUYN. 
Let the following matrices be definedt 
Matrix  Relation Represented 
identity 
v where EQi-=l if and only if S.TS. 
< where I^.al if and only if S,<S. 
* where GTi-=l if and only if S^. 
€FIRST(X) where FIRST^l if and only 
if S,€FIRST(Si) 
I 
EQ 
LT 
GT 
FIRST 
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Matrix  Relation Represented 
LAST   €LAST(X) where LAST^l if and only if 
S,€LAST(Si) 
Definition.  Let M be an n by n boolean matrix 
representing a relation R over a vocabulary V of n 
letters.  Then the matrix M is defined as followsi 
M*=M+M2+M3+. . .+M11. 
And M*=(I+M+). 
Remark.  M is called the transitive closure of M. 
We shall prove that GT=(LAST+)T(EQ) and 
LT=(LAST*)T(EQ)(FIRST+). 
Definition.  Given two relations P and Q.  For 
some x and y, xPQy if and only if there exists a z such 
that xPz and zQy.  PQ is called the product of P and Q. 
Lemma. The product of two relations over the same 
vocabulary is given by the product of the boolean matrix 
representing those relations. 
Proof.  Let S^Cf,   i=l,...,n.  Let D=(d ) be the 
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product of two matrices B=(b, ,) and c = (cjj) which 
represent the relations P and Q respectivelyi that is, 
D=BC.  If d..=l, then by definition and for some k, kjv*1 
and c. .=1.  Thus, S.PS. and S. QS. which means that 
(S.,S.) is in the product PQ. 
Conversely, if (S.,S.) is in PQ, then there exists 
•^  J 
a k such that S.PSk and S,QS. and b-k=l and ck,=l.  Since 
D=BC, then d..=1 which means that (S.,S.) is in D and D 
represents the relation PQ. 
Theorem.  GT=(LAST+)T(EQ). 
Proof.  Recall that for any two letters x and y, 
x>y  if and only if there is a production Z-aUy0 such that 
xCLAST^dJ).  This also means that Ury. 
Let g represent the relation €LAST (X) and 
M=(LAST+)T(EQ).  If for some U, x and y, U?y and Ugx, 
then xg~ U.  Also, (x,y) is in the product of g"    and ?, 
which by the previous lemma is represented by the matrix 
M.  But since M satisfies the definition of the relation 
■>,   then M=GT. 
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Theorem.  LT=(LAST*)T(EQ)(FIRST*). 
Proof.  Recall that for any two letters a and y, 
x<y if and only if x is a terminal and there is a 
production Z-aUW3 such that x€LAST*(U) and y€FIRST*"(W). 
This also means that U?W. 
Let f represent the relation €FIRST (X) and g 
represent the relation €LAST (X).  Let I be the identity 
matrix (that is, if I=(a..), then a..=l) and 
M=(LAST*)T(EQ)(FIRST*).  If for some U, W and y, U?W and 
Wfy, then (U,y) is in the product of T and f, which we 
shall represent by the matrix B, that is, B=(EQ)(FIRST ). 
Let A=I+LAST .  For some x, xgx and Ugx.  Hence, if 
Ugx (including U=x), then xg~ U. 
Let h be the relation represented by B, then Uhy. 
If xg" U and Uhy, then (x,y) is in the product of g" and 
h, which is AB and which is M.  But since M satisfies the 
definition of the relation <, then M=LT. 
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To illustrate the computation of the precedence 
relations, consider the following grammar G=(Y-.,V_,S,P)i 
YN=£Z.A.S} 
VT=£a,b,(,)3 
P1=Z-*(AS) 
P2=S-(b) 
P =A-(SaA) 
P4=A-(a) 
First construct the matrices FIRST and LAST i 
FIRST+ Z A s ( ) b a 
z 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
A 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
S 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7^ 
LAST* Z A S ( ) b a 
Z 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
A 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
S 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Construct EQ by going through the right side of 
each production and setting X?Y for each X and Y such tha 
that Z-aXY3. 
EQ Z A s ( ) b a 
Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
S 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
( 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b .    0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
a 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Construct GT by taking the product of (LAST*)1 and 
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EQ, that is, GT=(LAST+)T(EQ). 
GT Z A s ( ) b a 
Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
) 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Construct LT by taking the product of (LAST*)T, EQ 
and FIRST*, that is, LT=(LAST*)T(EQ)(FIRST*). 
LT Z A s ( ) b a 
Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
) •   0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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To construct the precedence matrix PM, take the 
matrices EQ, LT and GT and enter r for the entry 
corresponding to every non-zero entry in EQ, •£ for the 
entry corresponding to every non-zero entry in LT, * for 
the entry corresponding to every non-zero entry in GT and 
e for error otherwise. 
PM Z A S ( ) b a 
Z e e e e e e e 
A e e ▼ •c T e e 
S e e e e TT e V 
( e T ▼ ■£ e ▼ ▼ 
) e e > •c * e * 
b e e e e v e e 
a e ▼ e * TT e e 
This also proves that the grammar is a precedence 
grammar since all conditions of the definition are 
satisfied. 
Using the matrix PM, we indicate the relation of 
each letter with the next letter for the word 
#(((b)a(a))(b))# to be #<(*(*Ub?)>a<Ua?)>)*Ub*)*)*#. 
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We parse the word to determine if the word is a valid 
word for the grammar.  Since we are concerned with 
leftmost derivations, we concern ourselves with rightmost 
parsing.  Look for the handle by locating the rightmost < 
and the leftmost >  to its right.  By definition of a 
handle, this gives the rightmost simple phrase which we 
then reduce by substituting the lefthand side of the 
appropiate production and the relations according to PM. 
Production 
Used 
#<(<(<( ?bi=) 5-a-s: (?a? )>) * (7b?) *) *# 
t 1 P2 
#<(<(<(7bx)>a<(7a?)^)»Sv)*# 
t=r *1> 
T=T  P2 
t      T p3 
T——f pi 
And we find that the word is valid and is therefore in 
L(G). 
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Definition.  Let G=(VN,YT,S,P) be a grammar.  If 
there exists a production Z-aZ0, then the grammar is said 
to be recursive in Z.  If a=X, then G is left recursive. 
If 0=X, then G is right recursive. 
In the computation of precedence relations, a 
problem may arise with left recursive grammars.  Suppose 
there is a production Z-Z3.  If another production Y-aXZP 
exists, then the relation X^Z and X<Z  exist which is a 
violation of condition one of the definition of 
precedence grammar.  This conflict is resolved by 
introducing another non-terminal W and an intermediate 
production by changing Y-aXZP to Y-aXWP and adding W-£. 
This yields XvW and X<Z. 
Consider the following example» 
P1=E-E+T 
P2=E-T 
P =T-T*F 
P^=T-F 
P5=F-(E) 
P6=F-i 
Since no two productions have the same right side, 
condition two of the definition of a precedence grammar 
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is satisfied.  Also, since there are no null productions, 
condition three of the definition is satisfied.  Note, 
however, that the existence of both P. and P,. and both P~ 
and P- violates condition one as shown by the resulting 
PM matrix. 
PM E T F • + ( ) i 
E e e e e IT e » e 
T e e e T > e > e 
F e e e > > e * e 
* e e T e e ■c e -f 
+ e ?* «£ e e •c e * 
( ?* ■£ -a e e * e * 
) e e e * * e * e 
i e e e * * e * e 
To remedy the conflict, introduce the following 
changesi 
P =E-E+T 
P =E-T 
P^=T'-T'*F 
P5=T'-F 
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P?=F-i 
Pg=E'-E 
These changes lead to the following PM matrix. 
PM E E' T T. F * + ( ) i 
E e e e e e e r e > e 
E' e e e e e e e e ▼ e 
T e e e e e e ;► e * e 
T' e e e e e •f * e * e 
F e e e e e * * e > e 
* e e e e 7 e e * e < 
+ e e T < * e e •C e * 
( < y < < ■£ e e * e * 
) e e e e e * * e * e 
i e e e e e > * e * e 
Consider the word #i*(i+i)#. 
#*i*»*(*i*+«s:i*)*# 
t=r— 
Production 
Used 
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Production 
Used 
t=f— P3 
T=T p7 
t=f P5 
t=T p3 
T=T P2 
T=r- 
T= p 6 
#<i>»*F># 
fa P7 
#*F**?F*# 
T=r i* 
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Production 
Used 
T=r p2 
T= 
#<E'*# 
P 8 
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